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Where Have The Griots Gone? Challenges of Documenting Nigerian Civil War

History...Example of The The First Shot:Ogoja Province and The Untold Story of

The Nigeria /BiafraWar

Human conflict has expanded beyond prisms of mere satisfaction of essential needs.

This may still be the case in marginal situations, in interpersonal relationships. But on

the broader spectrum, warfare has leaped beyond the the caveman's bows and arrows.

With expansion in knowledge, individual needs also took dramatic forms, far from food

and shelter. The inclination to annex space and global geopolitical and economic

control now imply that physical combat has gone multi-dimensionally atomic or

nuclear. This trickles down to communities, countries, etc.

The Nigeria/Biafra War 1967-1970 cost approximately three million children, women

and men, mainly Biafrans who were seceding from the Nigerian federation.

Much is known about the fight at it's advanced stage, in the more developed parts of

Biafra – the deaths,hunger and refugees crises. But what do we know of the battle at its

infancy, where the first bullet was fired on July 6th, 1967? Very little. This is the subject

of my book, The First Shot...Ogoja Province and the Untold Story of the Nigeria/Biafra

War (to be released November, 2017.

At the start of hostilities, Ogoja was a collection of rural communities without access

roads and modern communication. Life in the area was still generally similar to the

primitive state of nature. The implication was that only the soldiers and civilians bore

witness to the fighting there. This was before embedding of newsmen with combatants

became norm in conflict zones.

Exploring that war in retrospect, from the perspective of the native Ogoja, without

jeopardising verisimilitude and accuracy as anchors of history, threw up challenges.

This paper will share experience of post-war narration, achieving balance from the

Nigerian government, Biafra forces and the civil populace in Ogoja Province's point of

views, where references are nearly absent and the lines of memory are blurring.
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Ann Raynal May

World Bank Group, USA

Oral History in International Development

Since 1961, the World Bank has used oral interviews to document its policies, programs

and projects. All persons interviewed are directly involved in efforts to alleviate poverty

around the world. The interviews collectively are unique, with great depth of

information on international economic development. The interviews can be linked to

archival records, which tell complementary and sometimes competing narratives. The

interviews are accessible through the World Bank website, and are frequently used by

researchers as a corporate and academic resource. More than a history program, these

oral histories have provided knowledge tools for development.

The purpose of this paper is to share practical experience, challenges, and solutions

from an active oral history program with diverse disciplines. Two case studies will be

presented.

The first case study will look at the body of interviews that reflect on the era of Robert S.

McNamara as president of the Bank. In a long series of interviews beginning just after

McNamara left the Bank in 1981 and continuing to the present, people around him

reflected on his legacy. McNamara was interviewed, but arguably it is the texture of the

interviews about him and his era that best illustrate the contradictions of memory and

changing views over time.

The second case study will look at the topic of health in development by focusing on

the oral and archival resources relating to the World Bank's work to eliminate

onchocerciasis (river blindness) in West Africa. In this case I will use audio clips, a video

made at the time, and associated textual records to illustrate the way in which the oral

interviews fill in the gaps of the documentary records.
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Verusca Calabria, Di Bailey

Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom

Natural Allies: Oral History and Participatory Action Research in Health and Social

Care

Within the qualitative research paradigm, oral history and participatory action research

share certain characteristics and principles in common, despite the scarcity of literature

that overlaps the two methods. Primarily, these are the reliance on subjects cooperating

and giving consent. Both methods emphasise the importance of developing trusting

relationships with key stakeholders that require reciprocity in order to achieve

authentic partnerships. Some key differences exist; on the one hand, oral history tends

to approach participation in a fairly benign way, viewed as a form of empowerment of

individuals or social groups through the process of remembering and reinterpreting the

past. Participatory action research is specifically about using research as a vehicle for

social change, and it tends to be more critical with regard to the relationship between

participation and social change as it calls into question the limitations of collaboration

in order to bring about change. Oral history centres around storytelling and its complex

dimensions, but it is not necessarily designed to bring about change for the group

under research. This paper aims to highlight how the application of oral history as a

tool in participatory action research can provide useful legitimacy to researchers

working in health and social care in order to improve practices and social outcomes and

reduce inequalities. The paper will draw from participatory action research that has

employed oral history as a data collection method to explore the experiences of giving

and receiving care in the now closed mental hospitals in the UK. The research has

generated new insights into the value of social support provided through

inter-personal and therapeutic relationships that existed in psychiatric institutions and

examines how these have been affected in the shift away from institutional care.
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Mgr. Lucie Rajlová, DiS.

Charles University, National Archives, Czech Republic

Different aspects of oral history in Czechoslovakia culture and ballet scene

This presentation describes the Czech ballet scene after World War II via the oral history

method. Using this method in research is crucial as it offers a unique and unrepeatable

opportunity to capture rare memories of artists that would otherwise be forgotten.

We interviewed a group of active dancers who are the focus of our research, as well as

choreographers and dance teachers. This topic, the way we approach it, has not been

given enough attention by historians or theatre science. We found it very interesting to

follow, analyse and interpret differences between the questions we had prepared

ahead of the interviews, and questions that emerged during the actual interviews

based on provided information. We also studied differences related to the gender of

the interviewees and their location in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The differences

between the two countries at the time they formed one republic (The Czechoslovak

Socialist Republic) are very interesting. The communist regime in this Eastern Bloc

country has much to offer to a more focused research concentrating on the cultural

politics of the country, its censorship, theatre environment and artists. To what extent

were the differences and the overall situation affected by Soviet Union interventions?

What was based on the initiative of individual officials of the communist cultural

politics?

In the second part of the research, we compare the oral history interviews with

journalistic interviews and their variations across time, concentrating both on the

questioning method of the interviewer and the answers given by the artists.
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Ruth Ammann, JoséphineMétraux

Independent Expert Commission on Administrative Detention IEC, Switzerland

Facts andMeaning: Two approaches to interviews as sources and narratives

Similar to the uproar on systematic mistreatments in catholic children's homes coming

to light since 2002, administrative detention became a major topic in the Swiss public

sphere in 2008. People concerned by such measures fought for public recognition. In

2014, the Swiss Confederation installed an Independent Expert Commission on

Administrative Detention (IEC) to scientifically investigate the phenomena commonly

applied to adolescents and adults up to the 1970s and only abolished in 1981. Working

not only with historical sources, but also with contemporary witnesses (oral history),

our work for the commission deals with Memory and Narration on different levels of

reflection. On the one hand, we are responsible for the scientific communication of the

IEC (cf. Joséphine Métraux, Nr. 1251). On the other hand, we analyze oral history

testimonies collected by the IEC amongst victims and work out the narrative process of

these memories, creating thereby a new scientific narration of those personal

experiences.

In our research with interviews given by contemporary witnesses, we rely on oral

history methods and Grounded Theory, collecting thus issues brought up in the

narrative interviews conducted by the IEC. Central Questions are: Who were the people

concerned and why? How did they experience the detention? How did they live after

detention? Furthermore we analyze the interviews with methods coming from

qualitative social science research answering different questions such as: How do

people narrate? What do the issues presented mean in their biographical trajectory?

The presentation argues that it is in the combination of oral history methods with

qualitative and interpretative sociology that we as academics involve best the expertise

of the witnesses and come close to the work of transmitting knowledge done by the

IEC: By giving back not only the content of memory but also the competence of

narration to a larger audience.
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Aliya Bolatkhan 

KazNPU named after Abai 

 

Oral  history in Kazakhstan  

 

Oral history in Kazakhstan is relatively young field of historical studies, and the 
perception of it provoking undergone extensive debates in the academic 

community of Kazakhstan. In this presentation, the author  was attempting to 
analyze the reasons for the belated coming of oral history, its current problems in 
development as a scientific field, and the specifics of objectives  and assigned 

tasks before oral historians in the modern conditions of the Kazakhstani society. 
 


